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When NV Integration started out we wanted to do things differently, our mantra is “integrated home technology”. This means we
understand that our customers want to have modern technology
in their homes, but that it shouldn’t impact on the scheme of the
home, but to compliment or enhance it wherever possible.
To achieve this we pride ourselves on discreetly integrating technology into our client’s homes so that it is present, while not
detracting from the design of the property.
Since our inception we have gone from strength to strength, winning multiple awards for delivering beautiful smart homes around
the world.

LUXURY RESIDENTIAL
S M A RT

H O M E

S E RV I C ES

Pip Evans, Managing Director NV Integration

INDUSTRY EXPERTS
Guarantees professional service, and industry
recognised standards in delivery of projects.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

INDUSTRY PARTNER

RIBA and BIID accredited Continued
Professional Development providers.

Working in partnership with the British
Institute of Interior Design.
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WHY NV
INTEGRATION
MODERN, DISCREET SOLUTIONS
FOR INTELLIGENT HOMES

INTEGRATED TECHNOLOGY

TV, MUSIC & FILM

We pride ourselves on discreetly
integrating technology into our client’s homes so that it complements
the interior scheme, or disappears
completely when not in use.

We provide great multi room or single
room solutions. From integrated
music systems to immersive home
theatres that will take you to a land
far far away...

DETAILED DESIGN

EFFORTLESS AUTOMATION

We employ a design-driven
approach to our projects, through
co-ordination with industry professionals we create beautiful interior spaces
and technology that blends in with its
surroundings.

We understand that a modern
home is packed with technology,
and our goal is to bring everything
together in a simple, reliable,
and intuitive way. At the core of a
smart home is control.

AFTERCARE
We believe that aftercare shouldn’t be
an afterthought, so we design all of our
systems with first class support in mind.
Our pro-active approach to aftercare
means we aim to fix most issues before
the home-owner has even become
aware of the problem.
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SMART HOME
Our smart home installation allows you to automatically take control of the various services in your home.
Control everything from lighting, blinds, music, or
setting the temperature.

AUDIO VISUAL
Entertain yourself and guests with absolute freedom
and clarity with a smart AV installation. A multi room
video system allows you to watch any content, at any
time, in any room in the latest 4K picture quality.

INTEGRATED HOME
TECHNOLOGY
The benefits to a truly integrated smart home are
untold. When each sub-system is able to
communicate with each other we can simplify
everyday functions for the homeowner.
By taking into account each client’s needs and
expectations of how they plan to make their new
house a home, we are able to tailor the systems
to how they will actually live in each space.
Through the design, installation and aftercare we
provide, our clients can feel comfortable knowing they are now part of a new age of intelligent
homeowners.

LIGHTING CONTROL
The lighting in a property can dramatically change the
atmosphere and mood of the home. With a lighting
control system, you have the ability to recall saved
scenes to suit any activity, from entertaining to meal
preparation.

HOME CINEMA
Our award winning, bespoke home cinema installations create incredible spaces to enjoy the latest
blockbuster with family and friends. We can help turn
your empty room into an immersive space that can be
used for the ultimate cinematic experience..
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NV INTEGRATION
PORTFOLIO
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SIAM SMART HOUSE
This stunning new build is the jewel in the
crown of our portfolio. Carried out by our
UK based team, the project stands out on
so many levels, and has received numerous
industry awards and editorial features.
The property which is 5 years in the making,
features a Crestron home automation system, with Lutron HomeWorks lighting and
blind controls.
With over 25 audio zones, 16 video zones,
and 350 lighting circuits this was a major
achievement for NVI, especially given the
logistical issues of delivering a project of this
size over 6,000 miles away.

MULTI-AWARD WINNING
CEDIA: Best Integrated Home over £360,000
CEDIA: Technology Meets Design
LUTRON: Best Global Homeworks QS Project
SMART BUILDING AWARDS: Best Cinema Project

AWARD-WINNING
DESIGNS
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THE WOW FACTOR
The client was familiar with smart houses
as this is their third smart home project
(NVI also look after their UK property) so
had some high expectations on what he
wanted to achieve. Wherever possible we
were asked to consider creative ideas that
could provide wow factor.
Challenge accepted, we designed solutions
that allowed the technology to be hidden
when not in use, yet reveal at the touch of
a button. All from a simple user interface. It
was as if TVs appeared from thin air.

BESPOKE
INTERIORS

SIAM SMART HOUSE BREAKDOWN
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STATE OF THE ART
TECHNOLOGY
Not content with hidden technology we
were tasked to provide a bespoke user
interface to bring elegance to the wall
mounted touchscreens around the home.
This included integration with the wine
cellar, allowing the Crestron system to keep
track of, and show information regarding
the wine stored.
To make it even more intuitive for other
users in the home we added plan layouts
of each floor to provide feedback as to each
room’s status – showing if the lights or air
conditioning have been left on, and the
ability to switch them all off at the touch of
a button.
Plus the much used ‘party mode’ feature.
These custom designs set the user interaction of this project apart from the usual
‘cookie cutter’ approach used so often.

•
•
•
•
•

Project: Contemporary new build
Location: Thailand, Asia
Client: Private client
Contract Value: £855,000
Completed: October 2016

SYSTEMS INSTALLED:
• 350 lighting circuits controlled from
Lutron Homeworks QS
• Crestron home automation
• Enterprise network and Wi-Fi
• 16 integrated video zones
• 25 integrated audio zones
• Meridian digital home theatre
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LUXURY LISTED
TOWNHOUSE
This grade II listed London townhouse underwent
a full refurbishment in 2018. The project required
careful consideration to pass listed building
consent, and protect the heritage of the six storey
property while bringing the services up to date
that a young family would expect in a modern
luxury home.
Working to a fixed budget, NV Integration carefully selected a stable of independent systems
for audio, video, lighting control, home network,
and door entry. This means that the client uses
a dedicated form of control, or app for operating
each service; ensuring simple and straightforward
functions for the layman. As an added benefit all
of the above is distributed from a centralised AV
cabinet in the temperature controlled plant room.
The basement previously featured a 10 metre
swimming pool, however this was converted
back into habitable space, including the family
favourite Den, which also doubles up as a sunken
conversation pit.

SUPER-PRIME
FINISHES

PROJECT BREAKDOWN
•
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•
•
•
•

Project: Full refurbishment
of listed property
Location: Undisclosed, London
Client: Private client
Contract Value: £100,000
Completed: September 2018

SYSTEMS INSTALLED
• Control4 home automation
• Rako lighting control
• Bower & Wilkins speakers
• Cisco enterprise network and Wi-Fi
• 4K video distribution
• BPT video entry system
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BESPOKE
MULTI-DWELLING
A beautiful collection of twenty three high-end
residential apartments in the heart of Westminster.
Our scope included Lutron HomeWorks QS lighting control systems, which bring together lighting
and blind controls from wall mounted keypads,
plus iPad and iPhone apps.
As part of our consultancy for the project we also
made recommendation for the audio visual and IT
infrastructure. This foresight will provide flexibility
for the homeowner to distribute the latest content
and services around their new homes.

PROJECT BREAKDOWN
•
•
•
•
•
•

Project: New build of 23 high-end residential
apartments
Location: Westminster, London
Client: CES Ltd
Contract Value: £25,000/apartment
Completed: May 2018
Systems Installed: Lutron Homeworks lighting
and blind control, prewired infrastructure for
latest smart home technologies

MASTERS IN
MULTI-DWELLING
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CHELSEA TOWNHOUSE
We were involved with the full refurbishment
of this Grade I listed property in 2015. Due to
building constraints this raised many challenges during the project.
Our design team came up with creative ideas
to deliver the clients brief, all while remaining
within the constraints set out by the council.
Working with one of London’s top interior
design houses, the stunning finish is evident in
the photos; yet this meant a detailed and considered approach was needed, and delivered.

EXPERIENCE IN
QUALITY

CHELSEA TOWNHOUSE BREAKDOWN
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•
•
•
•
•

Project: Five-storey full refurbishment
of listed property
Location: Chelsea, London
Client: Private client
Contract Value: £250,000
Completed: March 2015

SYSTEMS INSTALLED
• Lutron Homeworks QS lighting and
blind control
• Crestron home automation
• Enterprise network and Wi-Fi
• Crestron 4K video distribution
• Security integration
• BPT intercom integration
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BELGRAVIA SQUARE
APARTMENT
During a recent refurbishment in a Belgravia apartment, our client asked us to upgrade their existing
system. Design, expertise, and workmanship were
all key factors in our appointment.
As well as a Crestron, Lutron combination for the
home automation and lighting controls, some
finer details were also included. For example
lighting keypads were installed completely flush
with the walls, and then seamlessly integrated to
control the lighting, and media. A made to measure soundbar in the living room is width matched
perfectly to the TV.
The result is a subtle blend of tasteful interior design and high-performance technology, which has
not only provided a great deal of client satisfaction,
but has also added value and functionality.

PROJECT BREAKDOWN
•
•
•
•
•
•

Project: Refurbishment of listed property
Location: Belgravia, London
Client: Private client
Contract Value: £80,000
Completed: November 2015
Systems Installed: Lutron Homeworks, Crestron
home automation and A/V, Network and Wi-Fi

HIGH-END
SMART HOME
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SIAM SUPER CINEMA
This phenomenal room was a concrete box when
NV Integration first undertook the project. Our first
task was to pick the stable of products, and after
sitting demonstrations with the client we elected for a Meridian speaker setup, with a 4K laser
projector.
With the line-up firmly set, we focused our sights
on making those products look, sound and work
as best they could in the space. Our design team
curated sound proofing materials to contain the
noise within the room; and with acoustic treatment
panels wrapping the walls.
All six chairs include D-Box motorisation, so that
each chair can move in time with the action happening on screen. Fortunately this can be easily
controlled from the chair, or from the Crestron
home automation system. Optical glass separates
the JVC 4K laser projector from the room, yet still
allows the light to pass through to the cinemascope aspect screen. This method eliminates noise
from the projector’s fan while enjoying a movie.
This room started with a carefully handpicked spec. Great design followed, allowing clever technical details
to improve the experience, which are so well considered they become oblivious to the user. A breath-taking
performance, and some extra special touches, make this the client’s favourite room in their new home.

IMMERSIVE
EXPERIENCES
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NV INTEGRATION
TESTIMONIALS & SHOWROOM
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“They truly understand how people can and want to use technology in
their homes. It is a pleasure to work with them.”

“It is refreshing to find an AV company that speak in common sense
and practical terms.”

Ms. M Barber-Fray, MBF INTERIOR DESIGN33
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Ms. M Tollgard, STAFFAN TOLLGARD DESIGN GROUP

“Thanks to your team for building a great system and working so well with
everyone else on the project.”
Mr. G Bonde, Chelsea, CLIENT

“NV Integration have earned legendary status at CES for doing such a
great job. You have been very helpful and patient at every step, you are a
credit to your industry.”

“NV Integration turned a large, complicated smart home into an easy to
use and seamless experience for the client.”
Ms. T Bell, BRIDGE FOR DESIGN MAGAZINE

“The CPD NV Integration presented to us was like a breath of fresh air.
Since then we’re so pleased to finally find an AV company who work with
our design practise for the benefit of the project, rather than against.”
Ms. F Stevens, REBECCA HUGHES INTERIORS LTD

Mr. D Cunningham, CES LTD

“The winning project is the definition of a smart home. It stands out on so
many levels.”
CEDIA AWARDS JUDGING PANEL 2017

“The attention to detail and professionalism shown by your team was truly
refreshing. The quality and workmanship have been first class.”

“The whole team were fantastic and created an integrated system that
was exactly what we were looking for.”
Mr. F Zorzoli, Belgravia, CLIENT

“We are very happy about how you managed work and the amazing result.”
Ms. A Battaglia, NICHOLAS HASLAM LTD

Mr. S Chotai, Kensington, CLIENT

“The planning of our audio visual system couldn’t have been easier with
NV Integration’s help.”
Mr. G Rowlands, Clapham, CLIENT

“NV Integration has been an excellent Lutron partner for many years, they
display a high level of quality and attention to detail. This is proven with their
recent win of the Lutron Excellence Award for - Best Homeworks QS Project.”
Mr. J Williams, U.K. Residential Sales Manager, LUTRON ELECTRONICS INC.

“NV Integration have the ability to listen to a brief and then surpass the
expectations set.”
Ms. L Jones, LOUISE JONES INTERIORS

“From the initial consultation, through to handover NVI were on hand to
offer creative suggestions to overcome challenges. The finished project shows they are masters in the execution of technology with style.”
Mr. A Hayselden, PEEK ARCHITECTURE LTD
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BELGRAVIA SHOWROOM

BELGRAVIA
SHOWROOM

NV Integration’s 3,500ft² home automation
showroom in Belgravia is the perfect place
to view modern design solutions for smart
homes.
Opened in partnership with one of
London’s top interior designers, it’s the
perfect place to experience how highend interior design meets state of the art
technology.

GROSVENOR WATERSIDE
GATLIFF RD
LONDON
SW1W 8QN

GET IN TOUCH

+44 (0)207 205 2325

@nvintegrationuk

Showroom
Grosvenor Waterside
Gatliff Rd
London
SW1W 8QN

Studio
19 Catherine Place
London
SW1E 6DX

info@nvintegration.co.uk

@NVIntegration

/nv-integration-ltd

@nv_integration

